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Writing
is so widespread that one hardly notices that there is no logical reason, apart from being
common, not to write
instead. Scientists should be educated to spot irregularities, since often they
mean something. Chemistry professors, in particularly at graduate level, when teaching pH should make
their students notice such discrepancy.
Albeit pH is not an immensely complex topic, it is intriguing the number of misconceptions, and even plain
errors, associated. For example, the limits of the pH scale [1]; it is not uncommon to find students (and not
just undergrads) believing pH values cannot be lower than 1 or higher than 14, or that negative pH values do
not exist. Herein, it is addressed the odd exception of writing
instead of the most logical form of
.
It is fascinating that chemists are so accustomed to see
that they do not longer find it to be an oddity.
First, it is important to highlight why it is a nomenclature exception, i.e. the lack of reason to write
.
For sure, chemists are familiar with these deprotonation equations:

And this schematic equation:
And even this one:
So, why to write:
Instead of the analogous:

Why are water and the ion hydroxide treated differently? Is it because the negative charge is located
on the hydrogen instead of the oxygen? No, it is not, oxygen is far more electronegative. Is it because
alphabetically ‘o’ comes before ‘h’? No, it does not. Maybe it is because
looks better than
; or
maybe because
would be less confused with
than
. Perhaps, but these two explanations
are hardly chemically meaningful.
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In fact, in the red book of the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) [2], rule IR4.4.3.1, it is clearly stated: “…the formula for the hydroxide ion should be
to be consistent with the
above convention.”. However, precisely in the same rule, as example 11, it is stated: “
or
”, which
the author would find contradictory if ‘should’ were to be replace by ‘must’. By the way, for the naming of
the radical
, only one option is presented (rule IR-4.6.2).
To the author’s limited knowledge, there is no other reason apart from historical motif. The author made
an effort to better understand the question by seeking the literature, contacting a chemical nomenclature
historian and an author of the IUPAC’s red book. And the most probable explanation found is that many
chemists (if not most of the chemists) used to write
(as can be observed in many older textbooks [35]), and the benefits of changing to
would not merit all the effort and nuisance. Thus, the reason for
the title of this Point of View: tradition over reason.
Even though there are many scientists that are resilient and make an effort to write
[6-10], and while
their effort should be respected, one wonders if a change in paradigm would indeed have positive benefitcost outcome. Nevertheless, the author of this manuscript advocates that it is important that students are
taught that
is a discrepancy. It is something worthy of Chemistry professors’ endeavors. It should
also be mentioned in lecture books when first referring to
. And not just because it is an indulging
curiosity, but because it is a ‘vestigial structure’ that shows the evolution of Chemistry. Furthermore, quite
importantly, scientists should be trained to find irregularities, in many cases in Nature they actually mean
something.
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